Immunoglobulin synthesis by neoplastic cells: models of a clonal transition from IgM to IgG synthesis
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SUMMARY Tumour populations from two B cell neoplasms were investigated for their capacity to synthesise immunoglobulin in vitro. Neoplastic cells from a patient with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia and an IgG κ paraproteinaemia co-expressed surface IgG κ and IgM κ and synthesised both IgG κ and IgM κ in short-term culture. In the second patient with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, the neoplastic cells expressed surface IgM κ but synthesised both IgM κ and IgG κ in vitro. The findings are discussed in terms of a model for the clonal switch from IgM to IgG synthesis.

Small resting B-lymphocytes synthesise immunoglobulin molecules which are displayed at the surface membrane to serve as receptor for antigen.1 Encounter with the appropriate antigen may result in clonal proliferation with differentiation to immunoglobulin secreting plasma cells. IgM is thought to serve as the prime antigen receptor, and it has been suggested that all immunoglobulin secreting clones arise from precursor cells bearing this isotype.2–6 Thus, while clonal stability is preserved by maintaining the expression of one set of variable region genes during differentiation, adjucative functional properties of immunoglobulin may be altered by a switch in the phenotypic expression of the heavy chain constant region genes. Such a switch from IgM to IgG synthesis has been well documented in vitro, and cells simultaneously expressing both classes have been described.7–10

Many B-cell neoplasms appear to represent malignant clones frozen at a particular stage in B-cell differentiation.11,12 The capacity of such neoplastic populations to synthesise immunoglobulin in vitro and their associative patterns of immunoglobulin expression have been related to that of normal morphological counterparts for both murine and human tumours.13–16 In this report we describe a case of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) and a case of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma where the patterns of immunoglobulin expression and synthesis appeared to reflect a stage in normal B-cell development corresponding to a clonal transition in the switch from IgM to IgG synthesis.

Material and methods

PATIENTS AND CELL PREPARATION

Two patients were studied. RIT is a 59-year-old man, who presented with generalised lymphadenopathy, enlarged spleen, and a pleural effusion. A representative sample of a supraclavicular lymph node biopsy for histology was studied. At the time of study his serum immunoglobulins were IgG 16.4, IgA 1.0, and IgM 0.2 g/l. Normal ranges for this laboratory are IgG 7.2–13.0, IgA 1.0–3.6, IgM 0.5–1.5 g/l. No serum immunoglobulin abnormality was detected by electrophoretic strip or immunoelectrophoretic analyses. No Bence Jones protein was detected in a × 200 concentrated 24-hour urine specimen by electrophoretic strip analysis.

The second patient (HIB) presented with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. At the time of study this 70-year-old man’s peripheral lymphocyte count was 44 × 10⁹/l. His serum immunoglobulin levels were IgG 25.2, IgA 1.7, and IgM 0.9 g/l with an IgG κ paraprotein in the slow γ region of the electrophoretic strip which accounted for approximately 80% of the total immunoglobulins. No Bence Jones protein was detected in a × 200 concentrated 24-hour urine specimen. Cells were prepared from heparinised peripheral blood (HIB) and from lymph node biopsy tissue (RIT) finely minced and teased in cold HEPES buffered Eagle’s minimal essential mepium
(HEPES-MEM, Biocult Laboratories, Paisley, Scotland). Cell preparations for study were obtained after Ficoll-Triosil separation. Cells collected at the interface were washed three times, and the final pellet was resuspended at $5 \times 10^6$/ml in culture medium for analysis.

**CELL RECEPTORS**

Rosette tests for the identification of cells with receptors for Fcy, the C3 component of complement, and for sheep erythrocytes (E) have been described fully elsewhere.\(^{17-19}\) Cell suspensions were stained with fluorescein-conjugated antisera to immunoglobulin heavy and light chains.\(^{20}\) Cell smears fixed in methanol and washed in saline were also stained with these antisera by the direct method. Controls were included in all experiments. The fluorescein-labelled preparations were examined using a Leitz Orthoplan microscope fitted with an HB 200 mercury vapour Ploem illuminator.

**IMMUNOGLOBULIN SYNTHESIS**

The biosynthetic labelling techniques and the subsequent characterisation and quantification of labelled immunoglobulin have been described in detail elsewhere.\(^{16}\) Briefly, cells at $5 \times 10^6$ per ml were incubated in leucine-free medium containing $^3$H-leucine at $25 \mu$Ci/ml for 18 hours at 37°C. Cells were separated from the supernatants by centrifugation (150 g, 15 min) and lysed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing detergent NP40 and proteolytic inhibitors. Both the cell lysates and supernatants were spun at 35 000 g to remove cell debris and dialysed exhaustively against PBS. The radioactivity incorporated in all macromolecules was determined by precipitation with 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA). Labelled immunoglobulin was precipitated using a sandwich technique with sheep antisera specific for human immunoglobulin as the first antibody and rabbit antisera with activity to sheep immunoglobulin as the second antibody. Normal sheep serum was used as the first antibody in control precipitations. These immunoglobulin precipitates were washed three times with cold PBS before counting or preparation for gel analysis. Reduced and alkylated immunoglobulin precipitates were analysed on 9-5 cm long 7-5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with radioactive myeloma immunoglobulin markers. The labelled immunoglobulin light chain class was assessed by precipitation with $\kappa$- or $\lambda$-specific antiserum. These antisera were prepared from sheep immunised with pooled $\kappa$- or $\lambda$-Bence Jones protein and absorbed on Sepharose 4B (Pharmacia, Sweden) coupled to either $\kappa$- or $\lambda$-Bence Jones protein to remove cross-reactivity. The specificity of these antisera has been described.\(^{21}\) Antiserum specific for heavy chains in the immunoprecipitation test was not available at the time of this study.

**Results**

Final preparations were found to contain greater than 94% lymphoid cells, the remaining cells being either monocytes or granulocytes. In both preparations, strong staining for surface immunoglobulin (Slg) was observed on a majority of cells (Table 1). In the case of RIT, Slg was characterised as IgM $\lambda$. All positive cells in preparation HIB stained strongly for IgG and $\lambda$ chains, while approximately half exhibited additional weak staining for IgM (Table 1). No cells staining for cytoplasmic immunoglobulin were detected in either preparation among approximately 10 000 cells scanned. The percentages of cells in each preparation forming spontaneous sheep erythrocyte rosettes or expressing receptors for Fcy or C3 are shown in Table 1.

When cultured in the presence of radioactive leucine, both cell preparations synthesised and secreted detectable quantities of labelled immunoglobulin (Table 2); immunoglobulin accounted for 0-9% of all labelled protein in HIB culture and 4-8% in RIT culture. In both cultures, > 90% of the labelled supernatant immunoglobulin was pre-
Table 2  Biosynthetic studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Lysate</th>
<th>Supernatant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCA counts*</td>
<td>Ig as % total protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIB</td>
<td>1 384 200</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIT</td>
<td>1 631 480</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* cpm per 10⁶ cells.

Discussion

In many cases, B-cell neoplasms appear to represent malignant clones arrested at a particular stage in the maturation pathway of small resting B-lymphocytes to immunoglobulin-exporting plasma cells. It has been suggested that patterns of immunoglobulin expression associated with such neoplastic clones may reflect those of normal morphological counterparts. In an attempt to extend these concepts, we have been investigating the capacity of tumour B-cell populations to synthesise and secrete immunoglobulin in vitro. The synthesis patterns of approximately 50 cases of leukaemia and lymphoma now studied suggest that, with caution, extrapolation of the findings to normal analogues may be valid—this is in agreement with the model originally proposed by Andersson et al., working with murine...
lymphomas. The two cases reported in this paper were exceptional among those so far studied by us in that there was evidence for the simultaneous synthesis of IgM and IgG by the neoplastic clones. While IgG may often be detectable on IgM bearing cells, its presence is usually artefactual,22 and true double expression of these isotypes appears to be rare.823 It has been suggested that cells exhibiting this characteristic reflect a transition stage in the clonal switch from IgM to IgG synthesis.24

For both cases described in this paper, identity of synthesised immunoglobulin with the neoplastic clone was strongly suggested by the sharing of a single light chain class for labelled and cell surface membrane immunoglobulin. In both cultures, less than 5% of the total immunoglobulin was associated with κ light chain. Labelled immunoglobulin heavy chain was characterised from its mobility on SDS-polyacrylamide gels with reference to heavy chain markers. While it is possible that proteolysis could have occurred during cell culture, giving rise to artefactual peaks, control experiments in which 125I-labelled IgM and IgG were present throughout an 18-hour incubation did not reveal observable breakdown of these proteins. Furthermore, in our experience, where degradation does occur, the breakdown products appear as heterogeneous fragments on gel analysis. For both HIB and RIT, labelled protein specifically precipitated by anti-immunoglobulin revealed discrete peaks with mobilities on SDS-gels coincident with the appropriate marker proteins.

The presence of monotypic labelled IgG and IgM in the culture of HIB cells was consistent with the dual expression of these isotypes at the tumour cell surface membrane. Neither isotype was removed on incubating the cells at 37°C, a procedure shown to dissociate extrinsically bound immunoglobulin.22 This patient also presented with an IgG λ paraproteinaemia, and IgG λ was the major immunoglobulin class detected in the supernatant of the neoplastic peripheral blood cell culture. Our inability to detect IgG in the patient’s peripheral blood or bone marrow cells by immunofluorescent criteria is not surprising, considering the low level of biosynthetic labelling for intracellular immunoglobulin that was detected. In two cases of myeloma studied by us, the neoplastic plasma cells synthesised approximately 100-fold more immunoglobulin than was seen with HIB cells (unpublished observation). While a large tumour mass of CLL cells secreting relatively small amounts of monoclonal immunoglobulin may have accounted for the serum paraprotein detected in this patient we cannot exclude the possibility that more mature cells, residing in some compartment other than peripheral blood or bone marrow, could have been responsible.

The ability of RIT cells to synthesise simultaneously IgM and IgG was of particular interest as IgM only was detected at the neoplastic cell surface. While only 67% of cultured cells were identified as neoplastic, the majority of the remainder had the characteristics of T-cells. No plasma cells were detected, and it is unlikely that such high levels of synthesis observed for IgG could have been associated with any normal B-cell elements that may have been present. Furthermore, the monotypic light chain specificity of the labelled immunoglobulin provides good evidence for a neoplastic origin. At the termination of the culture the majority of the labelled IgG was present in the supernatant, suggesting that this protein was being synthesised primarily for export. Immunoglobulin secretion in the absence of intracellular staining and a detectable surface phase has been previously described by us for free light chain from some surface immunoglobulin negative cases of CLL.16

The rate at which immunoglobulin was synthesised and secreted differed considerably between the two cases studied. In common with other cases of CLL, HIB cells synthesised and secreted immunoglobulin at a low rate.16 In contrast, RIT lymphoma cells synthesised relatively large amounts of immunoglobulin with a rapid turnover into the extracellular environment; these differences, coupled with the contrasting patterns of membrane immunoglobulin expression, suggest that HIB and RIT neoplastic clones may reflect maturation arrests in different compartments of B-cell development, possibly corresponding to a transition stage in the IgM to IgG switch occurring during a primary and a secondary response respectively.
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